The A350 XWB Cabin: Feel the space
The A350 XWB features Airbus’ most advanced cabin. The eXtra Wide Body fuselage provides
generous passenger space in all classes and 18” wide seats at nine-abreast as standard in economy
class. The A350 XWB cabin design – with its smooth curves, flowing lines, innovative lighting and
wide windows – also generates a pleasant and soothing atmosphere. Wide panoramic windows
create large angles of vision, offering passengers of all sizes a good view of the outside world.

A cabin for the future
As the first jetliner to integrate fourth-generation systems from the beginning, Airbus' A350 XWB takes
in-flight entertainment to a new dimension. Benefitting from high-bandwidth fibre optics, high-definition
video becomes reality for all A350 XWB passengers. Individual seat monitors have been upgraded to
new standards – starting with screens of up to 12-inch in economy class. Full connectivity allows
interaction with the outside world through internet and mobile-based applications and supports all
personal devices. Passengers will stay connected and can enjoy the most modern entertainment
service available. Small and smartly integrated IFE boxes combined with the unique flat floor
architecture of the A350 XWB further enhance passengers’ personal space.
Growing hand luggage volume requirements in all classes are fulfilled by large overhead stowage
capacity, allowing more than one roller-bag per passenger in all classes.
Innovative lighting concepts provide passenger comfort and well-being by reducing the effect of jetlag
and underlining the sense of quality and space of the overall cabin product. Full LED-lighting enables
16.7 million different colours for customised ambiances and branding opportunities and is controllable
both lengthwise and side-to-side inside the cabin. In addition, this technology increases cabin
efficiency by reducing maintenance requirements, weight and energy consumption.
The Airbus A350 XWB’s air management systems help passengers to enjoy a more relaxing flight.
Total cabin air is renewed every two to three minutes in a draft-free environment at the optimum
temperature. The A350 XWB also benefits from lower cabin pressure altitude that contributes to the
feeling of well-being, even on the longest-range trips.

A350 XWB cabin - The choice is yours
Airline customers and operators strongly benefit from the efficiency and flexibility of the A350 XWB
cabin throughout the whole cabin definition process - from cabin design to in-service operations.
For the development of the A350 XWB Airbus has introduced an overall new cabin design approach.
Within the extended enterprise, a new way of working with key suppliers and risk sharing partners, a
single DMU (digital mock-up) has been the baseline for cabin engineering and design. Development
plateaus, co-locating all involved parties, have ensured a comprehensive information exchange and
efficient processes. The use of virtual reality technology has supported early validations of engineering
solutions and quick visualisations of customisation topics. Maturity of cabin installation has been
achieved through the use of physical mock-ups and ‘test-means’, including an integrated test-platform
called “Cabin 0” and virtual first flights.
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To ease cabin customisation, Airbus has developed a very comprehensive and dynamic offering of
catalogue solutions. Supported by the all new Customer Definition Centre (CDC) and the electronic
A350 XWB Configurator, airline customers and operators will follow a faster and more efficient design
process allowing shorter lead times. Whilst the CDC acts as one-stop-shop for the customers to see,
feel and test the catalogue products, the electronic A350 XWB Configurator is a new developed
application for accelerated cabin configuration.
Another A350 XWB cabin feature - the positioning of the crew rest compartments outside the revenue
space – provides additional efficiency benefits for the airlines’ operations. Overall, the A350 XWB
‘enabling platform’ with its unique architecture provides unique flexibility for in service reconfiguration.
The A350 XWB Cabin: Comfort without compromise
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